June 28, 1998
JEY is here.
As you have gathered here, the warmth of your Love is made known to those of us who are in the
Spirit Realm and we rejoice in that. It is through your gatherings that you share the joy and love with each
other; and as you take the time out of your daily lives to gather and to share those activities of your lives
and the events of your lives, know that those of us who are in Spirit and who have watch over you do
indeed rejoice in the opportunity to do so. It is now that JEY simply comes as one who is Gatekeeper for
OMEGA and does give thanks for that responsibility during this time in the Spirit Realm, and does give
thanks that this one has the opportunity to use the voice of one who is sharing upon the Earth at this time.
May it be always that you will be able to open your hearts and your minds and to seek for Truth, and
then to accept the Truths that you find; for it is in so doing that your lives are made full and you are blessed
beyond all that you could imagine in this lifetime. It is the joy of those of us who serve as Guardians of
Spirit to be able to be in your midst when you gather, to share in the joy you experience, for we too gain
from that which is joyful for you.
At this time JEY would ask that you simply allow JEY to communicate to you something that may be
of importance to you now and in the days to come.
As you have the opportunity to share with one another in this lifetime, know that it is a time where you
are growing in Spirit when you are able to share your joyous and spiritual experiences. Your Spirit Within
you does indeed have an opportunity to expand and to know with you the worth of such joy. It is important
that you as a physical being be aware that ALL that you do does in some way affect your Spirit. And so as
you look for those things upon the Earth to experience, know that this does help your Spirit to become
stronger and more aware of that which is being created upon the Earth that will serve as a lesson for that
Spirit Within you.
It is with much Love that JEY has had the opportunity to come and to share with you those bits of
Spiritual Truth which have been shared. And know that although JEY has, for these many months and
many years, been able to share through the one who now allow voice to be used, know that this is only a
small part of the Spiritual understanding that you can look forward to. Even as those who have served upon
the Earth as OMEGA and have now returned to the Spirit Realm have experienced the exhilaration and joy
of having been able to receive Spiritual Truths upon the Earth, even so they are delighting now in the
opportunities that they have to again serve and to work with those who are Spirit in Body.
We who are Spirit would encourage each of you to take the time daily to look for another who you will
be willing to help upon the Earth Plane. This is not asking you to simply devote your life to the service of
another, for indeed all are to make decisions for selves... all are to work to better selves... but know that
within the heart of every one there is a space that can be filled by a kind word, a deed that would let them
know that someone else cares for them. It is at this point that JEY wishes to say this. Even as YOU have
had the opportunity to become that which you call a member of a group. .a spiritual study group known as
OMEGA, you have in turn had the opportunity to influence others. This has been important in your life...
not that you have encouraged others to become followers of the same Spiritual Journey that you are one but you have had the opportunity simply to allow them to know that there is more to life than just the usual
day—to-day activities that fill the life of mankind. Even as you have the opportunity to share the beauty of
the Light within you, you in turn allow another to glimpse that Light... which in turn will allow them to
grow in the beauty of the Light of the Creator and thus share with another.
This may sound familiar to you, for there has been in your language upon the Earth that which you
would call a ‘domino effect’... In other words, one will affect another. You must understand that in your
daily life the things that you do and say may seem of little import to you; but know that many are affected
by what you do and say at this time. Even as you are surrounded by those who understand your needs...
your Spiritual needs... at this time, know that you are affecting each other as you are gathered in this spot at
this time. And so you look to that which is an opportunity for you, whether large or small, and take
advantage of the opportunity. It is that which you must reckon with if you do not take advantage of the
opportunity. Indeed opportunities do not always present themselves at a given time. If you need an
opportunity for you to share with another, to do for another, know that it is not something that has to be

planned, but it is something that you can do NOW without the realization that you have to plan, to think
and do. There is always that which can be done in the NOW. And so you must take advantage of that.
JEY would suggest at this time that you let one other who is in Spirit come to communicate with you at
this time. As you gathered here there are many of you who do not have the opportunity to often gather; and
so JEY suggests at this time that you be willing to allow another to come. And so if this is your will you
can open your heart and mind at this time and JEY will allow it to be so.
AMEN! This one comes now, aware of your purpose upon the Earth; but this one comes more fully
aware of the culmination of your purpose upon the Earth. And this one wishes to encourage you now with
some thoughts that will provide an impetus for you in reaching the end of the fulfillment of your purpose,
with the knowledge that it can be achieved. Allow this one to say that this one will not come again to
communicate and will simply tell you that as a MESSENGER OF THE CREATOR this one has been given
the opportunity and responsibility of communicating with you. Be at Peace and accept that.
Even as you are here gathered at this time, many of you may be at a time where you are unsure of your
purpose upon the Earth. You are questioning what it is that you need to be accomplishing. And as you have
that in your mind, this one would say that there is one way to overcome questioning and to begin now to be
accepting.
There is always that which will be an impediment to progression upon the Earth... an impediment to
your own Spiritual Understanding. But know that this can be overcome. All that is necessary is that you be
willing to allow the Spirit Within you to guide you daily... to guide your thinking.., to guard you... to help
you overcome those things that would appear to you to be a time of danger or a block in your daily
progression upon the Earth. This one would encourage you simply to be more mature in your thinking as a
Spiritual being and less inclined to simply question all that is presented to you. IF you begin to allow your
maturity to become of such status that you can encourage others to look beyond the problems of their day,
then you will have achieved what you are wanting to achieve upon the Earth.
We who are in Spirit, of course, have the advantage of being able to know the answers to questions.
You on the other hand are accepting much by faith. You are accepting those things that are presented to
you simply through faith! Those who have come to you as Spirit to communicate are in the will of the
Creator, but it is your faith in that which your Spirit is encouraging you to experience that has led you to be
where you are now. As you are aware, the religions upon the Earth, of which you are a part, do indeed
stress faith; and perhaps you may think it is often blind faith. But your faith at this time is not blind. Your
faith is predicated upon the fact that you have been given information through Spirit that would help you
move forward. It is simply because you are allowing that faith to become a vital part of your life each day.
and so this one would encourage you not simply to accept everything you hear and read but with
discernment and with the ability to see the Truth and hear the Truth of what you are given, go with the
Faith that is based on the Truths that you are given that you can accept within your own heart. Know that
your Spirit Within you is OF the Creator, is one of great strength, is one that is able to give an impetus to
those things of Truth that are given to you at this time. This one would encourage you not to question but to
look forward each day with the knowledge that this is a new opportunity, a new experience. “I shall accept
it; I shall do my best; I shall encourage others to know Love and Joy; and I shall move forward to the end
of the day, knowing I have done all that is necessary for me to do.”
You need not be afraid; you need not be discouraged. But simply know that every day is placed before
you as a new beginning. You can begin the day with an excitement, a joy, a love; and look forward to every
challenge that is to be given to you that day. May it always be thus in the remainder of the lives that you
have. Be excited about what God is giving you. Be excited about who you are what your purpose is upon
the Earth. May the Creator of all Things as you know the Creator to be bless you and keep you in a time
upon the Earth where you are indeed fulfilling and experiencing all that is meant for you at this time. Allow
this one to say to you, too, that as you accept that which has been given to you as a priority in your life,
know that you will leave this Earth when the time comes for you to make that passing rejoicing and
knowing that you will be benefited from the life you have led at this time. Even so, those who have been
known as OMEGA and have now regained their status in the Spirit Realm have the opportunity to rejoice
each day and be thankful for the opportunity to work as OMEGA, not as Spirit in Body but as Spirit. And
so it is... whether you are Spirit or Spirit in Body, there is always the opportunity to receive and then in turn
to give. That is necessary whether you serve on the Earth or in the Spirit Realm.

Be at Peace. Know that we who are in Spirit watch over you, give you Love and guidance that we feel
you need at this time. But know none of you who are gathered here at this time can expect to be simply
taken by the hand and guided daily. Allow your Spirit to help you and then you make the decisions based
on the guidance of your Spirit Within. That is the way it is to be. And so at this time this one comes asking
you... and giving you Love... and asking you that your Love in turn be given to another who is in need. Go
now in Peace.
JEY returns and would ask you to keep the words that have been spoken in your hearts. Indeed they are
words that will have meaning to you more so as you go forth in the day to come. Know that you must
always remember that Love is the key to all that brings Love at this time. You can share it or store it away
and allow it to simply become another possession which you little need. Love grows only through the
sharing. Go now in Love. Amen.

